Directions to Public Engagement Building (labeled Social Science Public Engagement Building):

(starting point Price Center)

1. Starting at Price Center, head towards the main entrance of Geisel Library on Library Walk.
2. At the pedestrian intersection in front of the entrance to Geisel, where the Terry Allen tree is located, take a left up the stairs/ramp heading towards Sixth College.
3. Continue heading towards Sixth and once past the Chicano Legacy Mural located outside of Peterson Hall stop in front of COPA VIDA and take a right on Muir College Dr towards Marshall College.
4. Continue walking straight down Muir College Dr, you will pass Shōwa Ramen and the Thurgood Marshall Administration Building on your left, this is where Muir College Dr will turn into Ridge Walk.
5. Continue going straight down Ridge Walk, passing Sequoyah Hall on your left and the Sojourner Truth Statue on your right.
6. Finally, continue walking on Ridge Walk, as if headed to RIMAC Gym. You will pass the Marshall Upper apartments on your left and the Marshall Tennis Courts on your right. Once past those two landmarks, the Social Science building will be on your right with an Eleanor Roosevelt College sign in front as you walk up to the building.